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From:
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Cc:
Subject:

André Borrmann <andre.borrmann@tum.de>
Monday, 13 October 2014 7:25 AM
Jim Plume; Henk Schaap (h.schaap@gobar.nl)
Thomas Liebich (tl@aec3.de)
AW: URGENT: Finalising the Agenda for InfraRoom at Toronto

Dear Jim, dear Henk,
With the work in the P6 Alignment project coming to a successful end soon, I would be happy if you could address
the establishment of follow-on projects in Toronto. From my point of view, this would include dedicated IfcRoad and
IfcBridge projects, which would be based on the Alignment schema we have developed and which would aim at
integrating all previous work which has been done in this area around the globe (US, France, Germany, Norway
Korea, etc) to form the core of the IFC5 Infrastructure parts. We ar TUM would be happy to participate in any of the
follow-on projects. The main hurdle will be to organize the required funding.
Best regards,
André

Von: Jim Plume [mailto:j.plume@unsw.edu.au]
Gesendet: Sonntag, 12. Oktober 2014 21:57
An: Henk Schaap (Henk.Schaap@buildingsmart.nl); Kim, Hyunjoo (H.Kim@uncc.edu); BENNING Pierre; Jim Plume;
Woods, Hugh (Hugh.Woods@atkinsglobal.com); '최원식 (wschoi@kict.re.kr)'; 'vaino.tarandi@abe.kth.se'
(vaino.tarandi@abe.kth.se); Stuart Chen (stuartschen@hotmail.com); André Borrmann;
mikael.malmkvist@trafikverket.se; 'benno.koelhorst@rws.nl'; 'Tiina.Perttula@liikennevirasto.fi'; 'Johnny Jensen
(johnny.jensen@vianova.no)'; Nobuyoshi Yabuki
Betreff: URGENT: Finalising the Agenda for InfraRoom at Toronto
Colleagues,
Henk Schaap & I invited you all to provide (maximum) 1-page documents that could form the basis and background
for discussions at Toronto (see full text below). We have only a very small handful of responses, so far.
We are finalising the draft agenda this week for ratification at the Steering Committee meeting early next week, so
need your responses in the next couple of days.
If you wish to raise an issue for discussion or let us all know about current activity in the infrastructure standards
space, then please take this opportunity. We want to establish a clear and unified direction for on-going cooperative
work in this space!
Thanks, Jim & Henk
-----------------------------------Text of Henk’s earlier email:
Dear InfraRoom member,
InfraCom are determined to make effective use of the limited time available at our Toronto Meeting. We are
conscious of the need to energise our activities as we move forward to ensure that progress in the development of
infrastructure standards is better managed, more effective and makes better use of the global resources available to
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